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The tongue is the most ______________ member of our body. Your
words have the power to help people find new _________ or to destroy their
_________. When you stand before God, He will judge you on the basis of
your ___________. Today we are going to consider the final 5 ________ of
the tongue.
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5. ________ Talk. Ephesians 4:29
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Lost people not only ________ your behavior, they also __________
to your words. If you have a problem with foul talk, you should __________
it from your vocabulary and ___________ it with words that edify.
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6. ______________. Proverbs 16:28
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A “gossip” is one who slanders others and carries _________. Not
all gossip is __________ information. It can also be _________ spread with
the intention of causing harm.
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Paul wrote the book of Philippians from a _________ cell, yet he did
not complain. If anyone had the right to grumble, it was ___________.
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8. ___________. Exodus 20:16
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What was __________ in the OT is also forbidden in the NT. The
source of all lies is the ___________. Therefore, you are never more ______
the devil than when you are telling a lie.
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9. _______________. Exodus 20:7
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Profanity means “to treat something _________ with abuse,
irreverence, or contempt.” Christiananswers.net offers __________ of
current movies, TV programs and video games. They actually _________
the number of profanities in each movie.
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